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Capital in the Twenty-First Century

situation by enabling rentiers to

comprehensive and automatic
in periods when growth rates

example through inheritance tax,
course, income tax.

countries. One suggestion certain
ecological constraints and a huge

class and their acolytes is that the
optimal top tax rate in developed

growth to decline, this may well
countries already out there on the

Rent in the TwentyFirst Century

have reacted predictably to this,
claiming that high marginal tax

discussed with him.

Thomas Piketty’s international
publishing sensation is, in significant
part, a manifesto for tax justice.

crises, trade union power, advances
in public education, and the rise
rates, and decries the “endless

Capital
in the Twenty First Century

example, to cuts in corporate
tax rates and to the exemption

argument is that without political
income going to labour declines.

poorer countries elsewhere as

to which labor incomes are

The reduction of top marginal income
tax rates and the rise of top incomes
do not seem to have stimulated
productivity (contrary to the
predictions of supply-side theory) or at
any rate did not stimulate productivity
enough to be detectable at macro
level.

wealth becomes ever more
Belle Époque

threaten democratic nation states

magical mystery curve, which
dynasties that dominate the
accurately titled Rent in the TwentyFirst Century. It is essentially a

improved international cooperation.

places merely aggravates this

such as dividends, interest and

related trend towards an
proposes a progressive annual
tax on capital, supported by

tax revenues, through curbing
avoidance and boosting economic
marginal tax rates on incomes
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with power disproportionately held not by

accomplishment with
its vast historical and

he does note that people in developing

elsewhere.

rich pudding. I have read
capitalism, and the solution lies with
The Laffer Curve. Laffer’s theory is that above a
certain rate, higher taxes lead to lower revenues.
Piketty estimates this rate is around 80 percent.
(With thanks to www.and-smith.com.)
not only contradicted

and data sharing to help poorer countries
“root out the systematic pillage” that has

reviews out there were

everything on democracy.” Indeed, again.
ideological prejudices.
capital proposal “utopian”

redistribute the extraordinary incomes

data at our disposal; it is also devoid of common
sense.” Indeed.

a discussion about economic injustice and
study The Price of Offshore, Revisited, with

Das Kapital. Marx argued there

wealthy elites who will want to close down
produced in a study by Gabriel Zucman,
while admitting that could be merely a

and ultimately driving the system to its

its strengths.

he notes, “have contributed to the many

Review by John Christensen
owners, the state, the managerial class and

Murphy nodding their vigorous agreement.

despite the importance and sheer magnitude
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